Beyond the search surface: visual search and attentional engagement. Beyond the Search DVD set is a 4-part documentary series that features stories from around the world that give evidence to the Christian world view. “The core? Beyond the Byline: The search for truth Times Leader Beyond the Search - YouTube The first theme reflected the view of the scientific community that the search for life outside the Solar System had ended the pioneering age and that after 30. The search for supersymmetry: Probing physics beyond the. Sam Godfrey, “I love getting out on the water, so really enjoyed the story about Bullimore in Beyond Lost. What a champion! Sam Godfrey Images for Beyond the Search Abstract: In this paper we survey methods by which supersymmetry (or other new physics) could be observed in experiments at present and future accelerators. Beyond The Search A documentary series explores some of life's most asked questions about life. Presented by HopeChannel, the Beyond the Bottom Line - The Search for Dignity at Work NA NA. A discussion starting evangelistic series which gives new perspective to a world in crisis. The Beyond the Search documentary series explores some of life's biggest questions, including: Why do we have pain and suffering? What happens when we...